Miss American Heart of Gold
Queen's Standards & Requirements
All Queen's MUST be held to the highest standards possible. Therefore, these rules apply
whether you are representing MAHoG or on your personal time.

1. When representing MAHoG, always wear your crown and sash, and do not wear ripped
jeans and offensive or inappropriate clothing. You will not receive credit for representing
MAHoG if you aren't in proper attire. Inappropriate attire includes:
No crop tops
Cleavage,
Sneakers (unless used for athletic activity and left to the discretion of the director).
See through clothing
Mini skirts
Hair and makeup must be neatly groomed
2. Do not gossip or cause any unnecessary issues between Queens and contestants.
3. All social media profile pages and posts must be of an appropriate manner. Heavy cursing, suggestive
drug and alcohol use, and inappropriate material are not things a Queen should be portraying. Continued
use of these images or posts on social media will result in IMMEDIATE stripping of your title and
affiliation with MAHoG. Queens shall not be disrespectful to anyone in public or to the host of any event.
The use of profanity and disrespectful behavior is prohibited.
4. All reigning Queens must be in at least 1 parade a year, and must show proof of volunteering at least 8
hours a month with an organization of their choice, via pictures FB or email.
5. MAHoG gear is available for purchase through an order form. Please request one via email.
6. Do not wear Crown and Sash from other Pageant Systems to MAHoG events. You should have one
already!
7. Replacement crowns are available for a fee.
8. There are NO REFUNDS the day before any pageant unless noted otherwise by the director. If you
cancel before then, you will receive a refund on everything EXCEPT the deposit.
9. Queens

shall not be disrespectful to anyone in public or to the host of any event. The use of profanity
and disrespectful behavior is prohibited.

The director wants an open line of communication between contestants, Queens and
administration. If any concerns, issues or suggestions are needed, please email
heartofgoldcontestant@gmail.com.

